[Effect of human fetal liver cells on the rate of DNA and nRNA synthesis in regenerating rat liver].
The model of partial hepatectomy was utilized to investigate the influence of human fetal liver cells (FLCs) and of human embryo tissue (PCF) postnuclear cytoplasm fraction injection on the rate of DNA and nRNA synthesis in regenerating rat liver cells. Single infusion of FLCs and PCF into the spleen pulp of rats has been shown to increase the DNA synthesis 24 hours after the operation in 2.5 +/- 0.4 and 3.2 +/- 0.5 times respectively. A group of rats has been identified with no influence of the infusion on the DNA synthesis 24 hours after partial hepatectomy, this process having been even retarding in 48 hours after the operation. Meanwhile the FLCs and PCF infusion enhanced the intensity of nRNA synthesis in 72 hours after the operation in all the animal groups. The effect demonstrated is probably caused by the biologically active substances contained in the fetal tissues.